Accuracy of cardiac ablation catheter guidance by means of a single equivalent moving dipole inverse algorithm to identify sites of origin of cardiac electrical activation.
We have developed a system that could potentially be used to identify the site of origin of ventricular tachycardia (VT) and to guide a catheter to that site to deliver radio-frequency ablation therapy. This system employs the Inverse Solution Guidance Algorithm based upon Single Equivalent Moving Dipole (SEMD) localization method. The system was evaluated in in vivo swine experiments. Arrays consisting of 9 or 16 bipolar epicardial electrodes and an additional mid-myocardial pacing lead were sutured to each ventricle. Focal tachycardia was simulated by applying pacing pulses to each epicardial electrode at multiple pacing rates during breath hold at the end-expiration phase. Surface potentials were recorded from 64 surface electrodes and then analyzed using the SEMD method to localize the position of the pacing electrodes. We found a close correlation between the locations of the pacing electrodes as measured in computational and real spaces. The reproducibility error of the SEMD estimation of electrode location was 0.21 ± 0.07 cm. The vectors between every pair of bipolar electrodes were computed in computational and real spaces. At 120 bpm, the lengths of the vectors in the computational and real space had a 95% correlation. Computational space vectors were used in catheter guidance simulations which showed that this method could reduce the distance between the real space locations of the emulated catheter tip and the emulated arrhythmia origin site by approximately 72% with each movement. We have demonstrated the feasibility of using our system to guide a catheter to the site of the emulated VT origin.